
Union Pacific - DDA40X Diesel Engine

20-2980-1 with Proto-Sound 2.0 M.S.R.P. $699.95

For much of the twentieth century, the Union

Pacific had a love affair with massive, larger-than-

life locomotives, custom-built for the UP and ros-

tered nowhere else. The family line that began

with the Union Pacific-type 4-12-2 steamer and

continued with the Challenger, Big Boy, and gas

turbines ended with the DDA40X Centennials. Built

by the Electro-Motive Division of General Motors in

1969-71, the Centennials are still the longest (98')

and most powerful (6600hp) diesels ever built in

the western hemisphere, and the last unique UP

motive power. For the decade of the 1970s, they

ruled the road from the Midwest to the west coast,

hustling UP fast freights at up to 90mph.

In the early 1960s, the UP had asked the major

diesel builders to come up with a high-powered,

fast freight engine, and EMD, GE, and ALCo had

each built samples following the same concept:

two diesel motors on one long frame with a total

of about 5000 horsepower. While ALCo's smoky,

somewhat-unreliable Century 855 never made it

past the prototype stage, EMD's DD35 and GE's

U50 generated modest orders from the railroad.

When the UP decided to revisit the concept a few

years later, EMD was ready with a better idea: the

DDA40X ("X" for experimental) essentially packed

two GP40s under one hood, incorporated the then-

new wide-nosed cab for increased crew comfort

and safety, and served as a test bed for the elec-

tronics that EMD would later incorporate into its

next generation of diesels, the Dash 2 series. The

first engine, no. 6900, was rushed to completion in

time for the May 10, 1969 centennial of the gold-

en spike that completed the first transcontinental

railroad, giving the new class of diesels its name.

The 47 Centennials became the UP's premier

power on its western main lines and kept that

crown for a decade, with many units running up

more than 2 million miles of service.

By 1980, however, the units were heavily worn,

and a traffic downturn that year led the UP to

mothball the Centennial fleet. Although many

returned to service briefly in 1984-85, the now-fail-

ure-prone engines were soon retired in favor of

younger, more modern power. But the giant

engines had acquired quite a following among rail-

fans, one of whom spray painted "Save the

Whales, Save the 6900s" on several highway

viaducts near UP's Salt Lake City yard. In response,

the railroad donated or preserved a dozen

Centennials and kept no. 6936 on its active roster,

where it still serves today on special business

trains, promoting the railroad to current and

prospective shippers. Business trains are made up

from the UP’s heritage fleet of restored 1950’s-era

passenger equipment.

Engineering Edition - 2-3-1 Chapelon Pacific

20-3383-1 with Proto-Sound 2.0 M.S.R.P. $1099.95

Union Pacific - 70’ ABS Vista Dome Passenger Car (City of Portland, smooth-sided)

20-67147 M.S.R.P. $79.95

Union Pacific - 2-Car 70’ ABS Slpr/Vista Dome Passenger Set 

(Columbia River and Walter Dean, smooth-sided)

20-69147 M.S.R.P. $159.95

Union Pacific - 2-Car 70’ ABS Slpr/Vista Dome Passenger Set 

(Green River and Colorado Eagle, smooth-sided)

20-66147 M.S.R.P. $159.95

Union Pacific Business Train - 5-Car 70’ ABS Passenger Set (observation Idaho, diner City of Denver,

coaches Portland Rose and Sunshine Special, and baggage car Promontory, all smooth-sided)

20-65147 M.S.R.P. $399.95

Engineering Edition 2-3-1

Chapelon Pacific

Union Pacific Heritage Fleet DDA40X and Business Train
Learn More About It:

Enter the product number of this engine into the Product Search feature

on www.mthtrains.com for links to more information on the Centennials.

In the late 1800s, train travel across Europe was a messy affair. At each

national border, passengers got off one train, walked across the border,

and climbed aboard another. Like George Pullman in the United States,

Belgian George Nagelmackers dreamed of something better:  a rolling

hotel in which travelers could sleep, eat, and relax from one end of their

journey to the other. In 1883, the Orient Express made the dream a reali-

ty: a single train from Paris to Romania (and within a few years, from

Paris to Istanbul), with rolling stock supplied by Nagelmackers'

Compagnie Internationale des Wagons-Lits et Grandes Express Europeens

("wagon-lit" being French for sleeping car). Only the locomotives were

changed as the Orient Express rolled across no less than seven national

borders on its three-day journey.

From 1889 to 1977, with interruptions for two world wars, the Orient

Express ran from Gare de l'Est station in Paris to Sirkeci Terminal on the

Golden Horn, the gateway to Asia. After the 12-mile-long Simplon Tunnel

was opened under the Alps, a second, more southerly route was added in

1919: the Simplon Orient Express via Milan, Venice, and Trieste. The train,

of course, got caught up in the politics of the regions through which it ran

and became a setting for international intrigue, mystery, and romance—

more so in fiction than in fact. The Orient Express' screen credits include

the James Bond film From Russia With Love and, most famously, movie

and print versions of Agatha Christie's 1934 novel Murder on the Orient

Express. The long, dark passage through the Simplon Tunnel, of course,

has been a favorite setting for nefarious events.

Our model replicates the French Pacific (2-3-1 wheel arrangement in French

parlance, which counts axles rather than wheels) that hauled the Orient

Express from Paris to the French border and pulled other French trains such

as the Fleche d'Or (Golden Arrow) between Paris and the English Channel. For

our very limited production DAP model, we offer the Chapelon Pacific in a

first-ever unpainted Engineering Edition that highlights the added-on parts —

more than 200 on the locomotive and nearly 60 on the tender — that make

this one of the most detailed locomotives M.T.H. has ever produced. For more

information on the prototype and the model, go to

wwwwww..mmtthhttrraaiinnss..ccoomm//eeuurrooppee to view a four-page brochure on this locomotive.

Business Train Add-On Cars:

First of its Kind!



www.mthtrains.com

M.T.H. Electric Trains wants to thank the retailers who have supported us over the years, by contin-

uing our production of a limited series of M.T.H. Dealer Appreciation Program (D.A.P.) products.  

These items, each in a specially marked D.A.P. package, will not appear in any M.T.H. cata-

log in their D.A.P. configuration.  To make these limited edition products truly special, we

offer each Authorized M.T.H. Retailer only two of these special packages.  Keep them for

yourselves or sell them to selected very special customers; it's your choice.  Thank you for

giving such wonderful support to M.T.H. and our customers for all these years!

Thank You!

Christmas - O Gauge Box Car

30-74543 M.S.R.P. $39.95

Lionel Corp. Blue & Orange - No. 214 Std. Gauge Box Car

11-30049 M.S.R.P. $129.95
Licensed By Lionel Trains.

Erie - 4-Bay Hopper Car

70-75022 M.S.R.P. $89.95

Lionel Corp. Blue & Orange - No. 2814 O Gauge Box Car

11-70020 M.S.R.P. $79.95
Licensed By Lionel Trains.

Collect these cars that celebrate 

Lionel Corporation Tinplate, the new cooperative

venture between Lionel and M.T.H.!

6 558 081 26742
©2009 M.T.H. Electric Trains

Dealer 
Appreciation

Program

Electro-Motive Diesel SD70M-2 Demonstrator

80-2032-1 with Proto-Sound 3.0 M.S.R.P. $249.95

With a wave of consolidation behind it, North American railroading is once

again a good business to be in. Freight traffic is booming. Locomotive

orders are coming in at a record pace from the Big Six roads that dominate

rail transportation on the continent: Union Pacific, BNSF, CSX, Norfolk

Southern, Canadian National, and Canadian Pacific. And the two remaining

diesel builders, EMD and GE, are locked in a battle to become the locomo-

tive supplier for the 21st century. 

The standard bearers for EMD, newly independent and no longer a division

of General Motors, are its 70 Series road freight engines, the SD70M-2

shown here and the SD70ACe. Both locomotives are powered by a two-

cycle, 16-cylinder, 4300-horsepower model 710 prime mover and have a

top speed of 70 mph. The biggest difference between the siblings is what’s

under the floor: traditional DC traction motors in the SD70M-2’s trucks and

AC traction motors in the SD70ACe. While AC traction motors put more

tractive effort on the rails and enable an SD70ACe to start a heavier train

with the same horsepower, that additional capability comes at a cost. AC-

powered locomotives are both more expensive and more electrically com-

plex than engines with DC traction motors, which most diesels have used

since the 1940s. For that reason, the Norfolk Southern and Canadian

National have found the SD70M-2 more suitable to their needs, and both

roads roster large DC fleets. Regional railroad Florida East Coast has been

another DC-power advocate.

Thanks to our unique Proto-Sound 3.0 sound and control system, this high-

ly detailed model offers a broader range of features than you'll find in any

other HO scale diesel, including flashing ditch lights; smooth performance

from a three-scale-mile-per-hour crawl to full throttle; "cruise control" for

steady speeds regardless of curves, switches and grades; built-in decoders

for both DCC and the M.T.H. Digital Command System (DCS); and a full

range of prototypical EMD sounds. 

SD70M-2 Demonstrator HO Diesel

Did You Know?

Fully loaded, a 70 Series locomotive

carries 4,900 gallons of diesel fuel, 420

gallons of lube oil, and 275 gallons of

cooling water.

Remotely Controlled Couplers

Pick up or drop off a cut of cars or an entire train — anywhere on your

layout — by opening the front or rear coupler remotely, using a DCC or

DCS controller.


